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Across

4. communication between persons who have 

different cultural beliefs, values, or ways of 

behaving

7. socially constructed roles that society 

deems appropriate for males and females

8. culture that most of the information is 

explicitly stated in the verbal message

12. level of tolerance to uncertainty

13. differences in pronunciation, the emphasis 

or stress you place on various syllables

14. culture that much of the information in 

communication is in the context or in the person

15. culture that values modesty, concern for 

relationships and the quality of life, and 

tenderness

17. curbing of gratification and its regulation 

by social norms

18. the values, ways of behaving, beliefs of the 

host culture become more and more a part of 

the immigrants' culture

19. the tendency to see others and their 

behaviors through your own culture filters, 

often as distortions of your own behaviors

20. civility, consideration, refinement, respect, 

and regard for others as expressed verbally and 

nonverbally

Down

1. variations of language, mainly in the 

grammar and the semantics

2. a fixed impression of a group of people

3. people are treated as individuals, rather 

than in terms of the groups to which they belong

5. the process by which you learn the culture 

in which you are born

6. culture that teaches members the 

importance of individual values such as power, 

achievement, hendonism, and stimulation

9. culture that values aggressiveness, 

material success, and strength

10. culture that teaches members the 

importance of group values such as 

benevolence, tradition, and conformity

11. the process by which you learn the rules 

and norms of a culture different from your 

native culture

16. fosters a strong in group affiliation with 

much less respect for out group members

Word Bank

exclusionism acculturation assimilation collectivist feminine

restraint masculine Gender ambiguity politeness

highcontext intercultural individualist streotype universalism

enculturation dialect ethnocentrism lowcontext accent


